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Differences and Similarities
How does VR differ to standard script writing?

What methods are available to us? 

Flexibility vs Rigid Standards

Formating



Method 1.

Quadrant Method

Aja Cooper & Gary Tieche (2017)

Method 2.

‘Standardised’ Method

Evette Vargas (2018)



“We are still discovering the limitations, what we can and cannot do with this 
technology.” (Teiche, 2017)

“VR is evolving. Keep watching VR. Keep trying experiments. If you think you 
can’t do something in VR, someone will be doing it and it will be working.” 
(Chelebourg, 2018)



Autonomy
● Storytelling through VR gives us the ability to redefine story structure.

● Multiple avenues of choice, perspective, and outcomes creates the 
sensation that a story has been tailored for you, the interactive audience.

● Allowing the audience to guide the story provides new challenges in how 
loosely we structure the pace and flow of our stories. 

● “There are plenty of tricks to use to navigate this pitfall, and their use 
depends on the autonomy you wish to relinquish to your audience.” - 
Andy Hays, (2018).



Audio Based Direction - Utilising 360 Audio to suggest depth, distance, and 

proximity.

Visual Clues - Lighting, Shadows, Navigational Prompts, Beacons. 

Accessibility - Subtitles, Marked Direction Cues, Narration, Colour Blind 

Modes, Customisation.

Split Story Paths - Narratives leading into, or away from, each other 

depending on which triggers are met. Tailored dialogue.

Dungeon Master Mentality - Pre-plan your railway tracks to account for 

interactive decision making.



Terra Terra
How did I apply this research to Terra Terra?

The methods I explored, and what I liked?

Ways it could have been different? 



1) The story would be the introduction sequence. Allowing for an adjustment 
period.

2) The location would take place inside of a spaceship, creating a limited world 
setting to interact within

3) The staging within this space would lend itself to key areas – Interactions 
with characters, items, and view ports.

4) Freedom to choose whose POV the story will be explored through. Multiple 
perspectives, including their own.

5) POV choices having catered dialogue and interactions to push the story 
forward.



Terra Terra, VR Sample Script - Stedman, S. (2020)



Terra Terra, VR Sample Script - Stedman, S. (2020)



Variables
Is this a practical method of storytelling outside of gaming?

What expertise can we bring in from a range of writing backgrounds?

Importance of exploration in creativity.



● Utilisation of varied perspectives from various fields gives us the space to 
explore the way in which we tell stories. 

● New perspectives beyond gaming, allow us to create an immersive world 
to exist within, whether a passive audience, a player, or an interactive 
viewer. 

● We should encourage the continued development into how we learn to 
direct the story, as new methods may continue to develop and surprise 
us.
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